


QA Standards in the EHEA

ESG Common standards for the EHEA

EQAR Agencies using the standards

DEQAR Institutions & programmes quality 
assured in line with the standards



Access to QA Results 

Existing difficulties:

 Which agency?

 User-friendliness of 
websites

 Language

 Information up-to-
date

 Understanding 
different external 
QA systems

Source: EQAR survey of potential users, 2016 (n=384)



Groups using QA Results

Others

HEI staff

HEI leadership

Ministries

Students

ENIC-NARICs

Recognition officers

QA agencies

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Never < 3 times/year ≥  3 times/year ≥  once every month ≥  once a week





DEQAR: design principles

 Lean approach: only what is needed and readily available

 Standardised but reflecting varied structure of external QA: 
institutional level as starting point, list of programmes not feasible 
for all

 Low entry barrier for agencies: possible for all EQAR-registered 
agencies to feed information into the database; all methods/code 
made public to increase uptake

 Comprehensive, accurate and up-to-date: including all currently 
valid reports/reviews within the scope of the ESG

 Free and open access: no fees or restrictions on use; data also 
available as “open data” through publicly available search API

 Accessible and understandable: contextual information provided to 
clarify the status of reports and activities



DEQAR: sources and updates

Database of
External QA results

Registered quality
assurance agencies

European Tertiary
Education Register (ETER) 

&
Register of Public Sector‐Sector

Organizations (OrgReg)

HEI information: identifying information as 
well as historical and structural information

Updated at least annually
36 of 48 EHEA countries, 94% of
HEIs reviewed by EQAR-reg. QAAs (2016)

National sources,
registered agencies,

or comparable
List of HEIs

HEIs not in ETER/OrgReg

Information on external QA results

Entered/uploaded when published, using automatic 
(JSON via API), semi-automatic (CSV) or manual (web 
interface) methods
No manual intervention by EQAR (except sanity checks)



Manual upload using web form
 Agencies without IT developers or with a closed system architecture from 

which data export is not straightforward
 Manually enter individual records into the system
 Suitable for small amounts of data and occasional submission

Bulk upload using CSV (Comma-separated values)
 Agencies with ability to export data  into CSV ( via XLS/ODS/...)
 Manually transform dataset before submission
 Suitable for large amount of data submitted periodically in a batch

Automatic upload via API (Application Programming Interface)
 Agencies with IT developers
 Data automatically sent in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format
 DEQAR and local system can be kept in sync, i.e. submission of reports 

upon their creation; also suitable for large amount of data submitted 
periodically or at longer intervals

DEQAR: methods for submission





DEQAR: bulk upload using CSV







DEQAR: trial 

www.deqar.eu

1) How are you represented in the system? 
 Search for a record on your agency or institution in DEQAR.

 Consider why you can or cannot be found in DEQAR.

2) How is your country represented in the system?
 Search for a record on your country.  

 Consider if the information you find is full, clear and accurate.

3) Look up other institutions, agencies or countries that 
interest you…

http://www.deqar.eu/


DEQAR: trial follow-up

www.deqar.eu

1) Is the information relevant to your needs? How might 
you, your colleagues or those in your network use this 
system in your work?

2) Is the information full, up-to-date and accurate?

3) Are you able to find the contextual information you need?

4) Are the functionality and design of the system clear and 
intuitive?

http://www.deqar.eu/


   Thank you for your attention!

DEQAR User Survey:
https://www.eqar.eu/qa-results/users-survey/

Contact:
kathryn.mathe@eqar.eu

+32 2 234 3914
@eqar_he

https://www.eqar.eu/qa-results/users-survey/
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